WHY DO WE LOVE NATURE,
EAT GMO & WEAR PLASTIC?

MY PROJECT
As a strategic communications professional, I revamped the branding and
communication systems at Khamir. With my skills in strategic branding and
cause-marketing, I fulfilled the aim of my primary project – spreading awareness
on preserving Kutch’s indigenous knowledge systems to conserve the local
biodiversity. I used the power of storytelling to bring social impact. I worked
on visual and written stories to highlight the local initiatives and craftspeople
as agents of change. My work entailed creating thought leadership content and
advocacy materials to boost Khamir’s newly developed value chain on indigenous
wool. For this, I also initiated a partnership and worked on online exhibits with
the Google Cultural Institute and helped curate the visual display at Khamir’s
indigenous wool exhibition. I designed PR and digital marketing campaigns for
the exhibition and secured a full-house for all paid workshops and a footfall of
+3000 people in four days

AISHWARYA MAHESHWARI
KHAMIR
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

I

ndia has 7 million artisans in the craft sector and the indigenous craft
communities are the 2nd largest contributors in the non-farming rural
economy of India. They’re losing their cultural identity and livelihoods due
to the monoculture of fast-moving consumer durables. At Khamir, we want to
bring back the importance of indigenous products one craft at a time. I helped
raise INR 290,000 to bring tools, training and capacity building to 40 rural women
hand-spinners in Kutch who want to become financially independent. I created
thought leadership content for advocacy on multiple online platforms for the
indigenous wool value chain and successfully initiated a long-term partnership
between Khamir and Google Arts & Culture. With a team of two, I developed
4 educational short movies on indigenous wool covering all stakeholders of
the organic wool value chain. I designed a brand strategy for a powerful brand
identity of Khamir through user experience research and design.

DATA POINTS:









Designed 4 EXHIBITS on Google Arts and Culture
Interviewed 50 STAKEHOLDERS of Khamir for User
experience research
Accelerated partnerships and craft sales with 10 LEADS
per day
Increased organic social media reach on Facebook by
17,800 and impressions by 23,933 on Instagram per
month on average
Raised INR 290,000 to 40 RURAL WOMEN handspinners in Kutch

BRIDGING THE
EMPLOYMENT GAP

MY PROJECT
The Jobs Compendium was a complex and ambiguous initiative that
required thinking about the nuances of employment and disability. I was
given the task of revamping an existing product that had a lot of use
and love throughout the organization, and as a result there were a lot
of opinions and expectations around what the new version would look
like. Despite many challenges, I am proud of the fact that we were able
to release the ‘Jobs Compendium’ successfully and to great acclaim from
stakeholders. From conception to publication, more than 40 people were
involved in this project, which required me to manage and coordinate
several parallel tracks of work.

ANANT TIBREWAL
ENABLE INDIA
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

M

y primary project was the end-to-end design and
implementation of ‘The Jobs Compendium’, a publication
that is one of Enable India’s key advocacy and capacity
building tools. The Jobs Compendium is designed to change mindsets
about the capabilities of people with disabilities, raise awareness
about the employment opportunities available to them, and generate
new opportunities in the workforce for people with disabilities. My
role was as a project manager, overseeing a team of people and driving
the project to completion.

DATA POINTS:


Publication of a key advocacy resource



291 JOB Roles documented





15 PEOPLE with disabilities interviewed
Developed a comprehensive analysis report of
40 PAGES on employment trend

CREATING A NEW RURAL
ECONOMY THROUGH
TECH-ENABLED WOMEN
ENTREPRENEURS

MY PROJECT
For the first phase of my project, I focused on digitizing our network
of women. I designed a train-the-trainer model, and worked with staff
at Frontier Markets to train 24 master rural women trainers, who then
trained the first 600 rural women in our tech. I then transitioned into
focusing on communications and growth strategy. I revamped our
website, redesigned/wrote our pitch deck, created funding proposals—
all mediums for codifying our strategy and our communication of it to key
external parties. Along the way, I worked with the team to design sharper
processes for vetting new products/services to introduce, streamlined our
field management processes and customer journey, and built a structured
hiring process so that Frontier Markets could hire top talent to navigate
its next era.

ANJALI BALAKRISHNA
FRONTIER MARKETS
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

W

hen I joined Frontier Markets, the organization was
undergoing a major strategic transition. Until then, Frontier
Markets was a single-state company that deployed a network
of rural women entrepreneurs to sell clean energy products in their
villages. My project was to work closely with the founder/CEO, Ajaita
Shah, and key members of the organization’s leadership to design
and launch the systems, processes, and messages to navigate this
transition.

DATA POINTS:


600 SMARTPHONES distributed to rural women



24 RURAL WOMEN trained as tech trainers





10+ FUNDING proposals written and submitted
5+ pitch decks
1 REDESIGNED website

A VISUALIZATION
OF DREAMS

MY PROJECT
My first project deliverable was a video about the organization’s work developing
the “Anandam” (happiness) curriculum with the Uttarakhand state government.
The video was showcased at the official curriculum launch of the Uttarakhand state
government and received significant traction state-wide. In addition to displaying
the organization’s national work, I also created a video to help highlight Dream a
Dream’s international engagements with the Aga Khan Foundation in Kenya. As
a part of this video, I edited several hours of footage to create a long form video
piece about the teacher training program that was being run in order to assist the
Kenyan government in rolling out its competency based curriculum. In response
to COVID-19, I have been involved with all of the organization’s communications
campaigns geared towards COVID outreach. I helped ideate the “Resilience
Diaries” campaign that was run on media platforms to highlight the work that
facilitators, students as well as employees were engaging in to alleviate distress
caused due to COVID-19.

ARYA DIWASE
DREAM A DREAM
EDUCATION

BACKGROUND

D

ream a Dream is working towards empowering youth from vulnerable
backgrounds to overcome adversity and flourish in a fast-changing
world, using a life skills based educational approach. As a part of its
mission to reach maximum students, the organization wanted to build new
partnerships with state governments, engage its existing donor base, and give
a voice to the students that the organization serves. Keeping this objective
in mind, my project revolved around creating video and multimedia content
for the organization to aid their strategic partnership initiatives.

DATA POINTS:


2 LONG form documentary style videos created



5 SHORT videos created



150 HOURS of footage shot



Over 20 INTERVIEWS conducted



Over 300 HOURS of video editing completed

STRONGER
TOGETHER

MY PROJECT
I assessed the implementation of the Protection of Women from Domestic
Violence Act, 2005 in the Kangra district with respect to its impact on the
domestic violence survivors. Further, I evaluated the actions taken by
the state government of Himachal Pradesh and the role played by Jagori
Rural Charitable Trust, Dharamshala, in implementing these laws. My final
research work, in the form of a policy paper, may be presented before the
Department of Women and Child Development, Shimla, Himachal Pradesh.
This may be further utilized in making the law more impactful for aggrieved
women of domestic violence. This will also be used by my host organization
in prominently assessing the impact of the Nari Adalats (community-women
courts) established by them as a service provider under the 2005 Act.

AYUSHI PARASHAR

JAGORI RURAL CHARITABLE TRUST
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

J

agori is actively involved in hosting events and training sessions for
young students, professionals, police, protection officers, and domestic
violence survivors. I was engaged with their Freedom from Violence
program and assisted in the drafting of a research tool for study under
the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005. My main
project was changed due to the outbreak of COVID-19 and the national
lockdown. The new project aimed at assessing the implementation and
impact of the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005
on aggrieved women of Kangra district. Further, I assessed the role of
the state government and Jagori in providing relief to aggrieved women.
Twenty women were interviewed on call and this data was analyzed along
with multiple secondary data as a part of the final report.

DATA POINTS:








20 case studies focusing mainly on aggrieved women
and protection officers
Post-COVID project report of 48 PAGES prepared
5 QUESTIONNAIRES for quantitative/qualitative
data collection and lean survey prepared
Attended 12-15 NARI ADALAT case hearings of
survivors and assisted in reviewing 20 FILES

TIBETAN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
DEVELOPMENT

MY PROJECT
The thematic area of the placement at the Central Tibetan Administration,
and specifically with the Tibetan Entrepreneurship Development (TED)
team, falls under livelihoods. My project was aimed at growing the
Tibetan entrepreneurial ecosystem throughout India which is overseen
by the TED team. It does so by selecting a yearly cohort of entrepreneurs
through a business plan competition, after which few businesses are given
seed money and entrepreneurship workshops to either start or scale
their businesses. My role was to assist the TED team survey potential
entrepreneurs, assess business needs, deliver workshops, and link to
greater Indian government schemes.

CHENAM BARSHEE

CENTRAL TIBETAN ADMINISTRATION
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

M

y fellowship journey serving the Central Tibetan Administration
has been an exciting and fulfilling experience that I will cherish
for many years. Working with the Tibetan Entrepreneurship
Development (TED) team, I focused on issues relating to individual Tibetan
entrepreneurs and macro challenges relating to creating a healthy ecosystem
in which existing businesses and new businesses can thrive. This work took
me from the foothills of the Himalayas in the North to tropical regions of
the South, visiting and learning about life in Tibetan settlements that span
across India and the ability to implement initiative that had a noticeable
effect on the communities I visited.

DATA POINTS:




35 MICRO, Small, & Medium Tibetan enterprises
interviewed and assessed for scale potential
4 WORKSHOPS delivered to Tibetan student
entrepreneurs

PATHWAYS: MICROLOANS
AND THEIR IMPACT ON
TRIBAL WOMEN

MY PROJECT
I conducted a study on the impact of loans made to tribal Self Help
Group (SHG) members by a microfinance institution in southern India.
The assessment consisted of a mixed-methods case control study that
examined the flow of credit to tribal borrowers and the impact therein.
We surveyed approximately 700 women across four districts and 10
villages. Overall, our effort culminated in a report of findings and policy
recommendations that was accepted by the Ministry. The study provided
recommendations on access to capital, programmatic enhancements,
market linkages, and other areas. In doing so, it has the potential to
impact the livelihoods of thousands of low-income tribal women.

DOMINIQUE DUTREMBLE

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CORPORATE AFFAIRS
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

BACKGROUND

T

he Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs (IICA) is a think tank
that specializes in corporate governance policy. It serves as
an intermediary between corporations, stakeholders, and
policymakers, bridging the gap between public and private interests.
IICA houses a number of schools and centers, including the National
Foundation for Corporate Social Responsibility (NFCSR). My primary
projects included an impact assessment of microfinance on tribal selfhelp group members, a study of and framework for CSR best practices
by public sector enterprises, and CSR policy revision.

DATA POINTS:






Interviewed 700 TRIBAL women across 10 VILLAGES for
impact assessment of loans to tribal SHG members
Conducted 1 LITERATURE review of 120 PAGES on
best practices in CSR
Created framework of 15 PAGES for CSR by CPSEs

A WORLD WITH
MORE FORESTS

MY PROJECT
I co-designed the beginnings of a social enterprise with my project
supervisor, Sheeba Sen. The mission of our enterprise is to create a
world with more forests at the scale needed to significantly address the
climate crisis. My role was facilitating human-centered design, systems
thinking, and ethnographic field processes to help frame our approach,
facilitate the way we work, and devise strategy. At the end of my 10
months, I have helped Alaap enter its prototyping phase to create a
lean framework that engages rural millennials to create regenerative
economies and landscapes across India. Most of all, I’m proud to have
started and partaken in the process of harnessing the collective wisdom
towards creating collective and massive impact as the number of our
collaborators grow weekly.

DONALD SWEN
ALAAP
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

A

laap is a social enterprise that works at the intersection of environmental
degradation and poverty to ensure that both people and nature thrive
in harmony. Our past work in creating over 16 natives forests with local
communities in Uttarakhand has been founded on the belief of forests as a
powerful agent of change to create renewed leadership within our world. Our
current work is based in Karnataka with an eventual pan-India mission, where
we are developing scalable models that can initiate regenerative economies in
environmentally stressed regions, at scale.

DATA POINTS:


2 ethnographic field research expeditions led 73 farmers
across India interviewed



1 systems thinking cafe facilitated



3 system maps created



3 design thinking sprints facilitated

MY PROJECT
My project was in livelihoods as it was to promote the artwork of artists
with disabilities all around India. The largest aspect of my project was
hosting the ‘Discovering Ability Art Awards’ competition and exhibition
in New Delhi. I was also responsible for documenting various Youth4Jobs
workshops and events through photo and video for our archives and
reports. Out of the 12 videos I filmed, two of them were quite significant
to my host organization which would include one I co-produced for
a prestigious award and another that I made for an annual literary
festival.

ART AND SOUL: THE STORY
AND HEART BEYOND THE BRUSH
AND THE DISABILITY
ISMAEL ANTONIO BYERS
YOUTH4JOBS (NOT JUST ART)
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

T

he purpose of the ‘Discovering Ability Art Awards’ competition was giving
artists with disabilities the opportunity to have their artwork and to have
their hidden talent pool showcased to the world. Before hosting the event,
I was put in charge of meeting with UNESCO and HSBC who partnered with us to
host the event to manage logistics of the event such as airfare, art transportation,
gallery set-up, accommodation and liaison between the artists and the press and
public. Out of the 12 videos made during my project duration, the video I coproduced for the MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Inclusive Innovation
Challenge which would help my host organization gain recognition as one of 20
Regional Winners to share prize winning pool of $1.6M. The other significant video
I made included the short film I made for the Hyderabad Literary Festival (HLF).
“This Is Their World Too” was a short film about three visually impaired students
that we accompanied on a heritage walk around Hyderabad’s most historic sites.

DATA POINTS:


12 videos and short films produced



2 art sales and exhibitions hosted



42 artists represented



22 online art galleries curated

MY JOURNEY SERVING, LEARNING,
AND LEADING WITH YUWA

MY PROJECT
My project was to build a curriculum for Yuwa’s Life Skills Workshop program.
To learn about the program, I observed workshop sessions and conducted
interviews with Yuwa staff and Workshop facilitators. I compiled my findings
and recommendations into a feedback report, and suggested to the program
team that the informal workshop process is a key to the success of the program.
I also suggested that the curriculum use a flexible workshop format that will
help facilitators adapt workshops to suit the unique needs of their teams. To
accommodate flexibility and information, I suggested using a module and activity
component curriculum design. I also suggested making materials available in
Hindi and English. I set out to complete the project by working closely with the
Workshop team to develop modules and activities. I used existing activities from
prior years and researched new activities and topics to be included. I attempted
to test new topics and training formats to ensure implementation was feasible.
I also formed focus groups to review curriculum content.

JANE HAMMAKER
YUWA
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

T

he goal of my fellowship was to develop a life skills curriculum for Yuwa’s
Life Skills Workshop program. Yuwa launched its Life Skills Workshop
program in 2013 to support its football league. Each team (currently
there are over 25) attends one workshop per week during their regular
practice time. Workshops are conducted by coaches or the Child Development
Officer (CDO). Workshops are interactive, engaging sessions for adolescent
girl participants on topics such as physical and mental health, hygiene, selfesteem, child protection, environment, future planning, and financial literacy.
As a Fellow, I worked closely with the CDO to develop content, activities, and
structure for the Workshop program, and consolidated this information into
a curriculum and resource guide for workshop facilitators.

DATA POINTS:


Created workshop curriculum serving 400+ GIRLS



Designed 13 MODULES and 50+ ACTIVITIES



Interviewed 13 FACILITATORS in English and Hindi



Developed and led 6 WORKSHOPS

SAVING A SEAT FOR
GIRLS’ EDUCATION

MY PROJECT
As an AIF Clinton Fellow, my project had two main components:
storytelling and program evaluation. For the first half of my fellowship,
I created, designed, and led a campaign to launch the start of TYCIA’s
new girls’ education initiative in Satpura Forest, Madhya Pradesh. The
result was 1000andyou, a campaign to raise awareness and support
for tribal girls’ education. The second half of my fellowship, I designed
M&E plans for TYCIA programming, creating impact indicators, theory
of change diagrams, and baseline/endline surveys to measure program
performance.

JESSIE STANDIFER
TYCIA
EDUCATION

BACKGROUND

T

urn Your Concern Into Action (TYCIA) Foundation is a diverse
education nonprofit working in Central and Northern India. With
programs in holistic and digital learning, prison reformation,
and girls’ education, TYCIA embodies a flexible mission adapting to
fit community needs. I helped TYCIA Foundation to improve their
storytelling capacity, both through communications and capturing
data driven impact. This was an exciting opportunity to learn more
about the importance of qualitative and quantitative storytelling and
their role in organizational strategy.

DATA POINTS:





130 GIRL students funded and selected for new girls’
education initiative
1 ADVOCACY and fundraising campaign designed,
managed, and run



2 BASELINE and endline surveys designed



2 GRANT applications



2 CONCEPT notes



3 PROGRAM M&E plans designed

COMMUNICATE, WHAT
ISN’T SAID OR HEARD!

MY PROJECT
At SAFA, I designed an internal and external communication strategic
plan to increase the engagement of different stakeholders through
effectively communicating the organization’s impact on its beneficiaries.
I harnessed the power of online communities & technologies to share
the SAFA’s activities, initiatives, and impact on the communities and
the print media to develop the base of communication by creating a
repository consisting of organization profile, brochures, posters & flyers,
certificates, story booklet, product catalogue and so forth. Sometimes,
I acted as a communication & marketing specialist, while on other days,
I was a lead writer, graphic designer, fashion designer, photographer,
campaign manager. And then there were times when I was all as one.

MANTASHA KHALEEL
SAFA
EDUCATION

BACKGROUND

S

AFA works on the socio-economic empowerment of women and
education of girl children whilst retaining the cultural ethos of
the community. Women from marginalized communities still
confine themselves to their traditional role of being an ideal Indian
woman, who confines herself to home and hearth only. Therefore,
SAFA connects these women with the livelihood opportunities by
developing/upgrading their skills. Since 2006, SAFA has done incredible
work in the community but couldn’t communicate the impact it
has brought in the lives of its beneficiaries. My project focused on
developing communication strategies to increase the engagement
of stakeholders by communicating SAFA’s remarkable impact on its
beneficiaries.

DATA POINTS:








Two community Engagement Drives impacting more than
2000 PEOPLE
Designed 5 newsletters impacting over
3,285 SUPPORTERS
Designed a new product line and marketing collateral
for the “International Halal Expo, 2020” impacting over
15000 PEOPLE
Two fundraising campaigns on COVID-19 relief, which
together raised a total of INR 3,53,92,039/-

LUCK + SKILL IN
LUCKNOW

MY PROJECT
I was the lead in planning an event and a sustainable ‘community of practice’
that would bring 30-40 practitioners in the space together for networking,
sharing of expertise, and collaborative action. (While this was postponed
because of the outbreak of COVID-19, it will take place in the future.) My host
organization started a monthly newsletter targeted at peer organizations and
colleagues in the ecosystem, and I’ve been the primary contributing author
for this newsletter. I also documented two training programs that Medha
conducted for employability skills instructors across Haryana, helping us
learn from and improve our existing models. One of the things I was tasked
with was telling new types of stories - stories that broke the mold. I worked
with one other person and we designed a film about the value of the arts
and humanities and their importance in an individual student’s life as well
as in the health and morality of the larger society.

MCKENNA PARKER
MEDHA
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

M

y work helped my host organization, Medha, share and disseminate
knowledge within the education and employability ecosystem.
I worked on their marketing and communications team. While
working for Medha, I got to exercise creative muscles that I wasn’t used to
using! I was encouraged to think out of the box and reach for new ideas.
Often this required me to step outside of my own comfort zone and learn a
new skill on the fly.

DATA POINTS:


100+ STAKEHOLDER event planned



10 NEWSLETTERS/ARTICLES written



2 TRAINING programs documented



2 NEWSPAPER appearances

CROCODILE CONFLICT?
NOT AT THIS WILDLIFE PARK!

MY PROJECT
My fellowship project included scientific and informational writing,
videography, networking with other organizations, developing educational
content, and managing social media sites. I wrote two newspaper articles.
The first article was on noise pollution and sound effects and the second
article was on firecrackers. I represented MCBT at the Student Conference
for Conservation Science (SCCS) in Bangalore. I assisted with countless
large programs, ongoing education initiatives, and visiting groups at
MCBT. I co-created a hands-on pH/water quality educational activity with
my project supervisor. I also helped to decorate the whiteboard displays
on-site. I maintained a constant presence on their social media through
original posts, stories, messages, replies, sharing, likes, and retweets.

NAOMI TSAI

MADRAS CROCODILE BANK TRUST AND
CENTRE FOR HERPETOLOGY
EDUCATION

BACKGROUND

T

he Madras Crocodile Bank Trust Centre for Herpetology is a reptile
zoo and research centre which was originally designed to be a genetic
repository of crocodiles. The Croc Bank’s mission is to promote the
conservation of amphibians, reptiles and their habitats through scientific
research, captive breeding and education. I came in at a crucial time of
growth for the Madras Crocodile Bank Trust as they are growing their
online and global presence. My Project included designing educational
material and activities for youth and adults to learn about India’s
ecosystem and to promote the conservation of endangered species in
their natural habitats.

DATA POINTS:


Scientific and informational writing



5 short videos filmed and edited



Organized a special Valentine’s Day social media campaign



Wrote an updated, comprehensive social media plan



Created 3 educational worksheets

ENABLING AND EMPOWERING
THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
THROUGH MULTIDISCIPLINARY
EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS

MY PROJECT
At Vision Aid, I was involved in helping develop and pilot the Scholar
Training Program, a 6-month residential fully-funded scholarship, where
visually impaired scholars from rural, semi-urban, and marginalized
backgrounds in Andhra Pradesh would learn a diverse range of skills,
from orientation and mobility to computer training and python. I was
involved in designing activities and workshops for the first batch of
scholars to reinforce the skills learnt through creative application.
At the end of the scholar training program, I conducted a detailed
impact evaluation, using qualitative and quantitative data, to measure,
understand, and assess the impact of the scholarship program on the
visually impaired students. Further, I worked extensively with the Vision
Aid Online Academy team to create content for the online platform and
to help pilot it.

PALLAVI DESHPANDE
VISION AID
EDUCATION

BACKGROUND

V

ision Aid is a non-profit in Visakhapatnam that aims to enable,
educate, and empower the visually impaired to help them live
independent and dignified lives. Vision Aid’s holistic approach
to empowering the visually impaired has enabled them to develop and
offer diverse range of interventions, from helping visually impaired
learn how to safely navigate new environments to skill development
and competitive exam coaching. I have worked with Vision Aid to
develop content for their online digital platform, Vision Aid Online
Academy, that enables interventions to deliver across locations in
India.

DATA POINTS:








3 FULL-LENGTH courses designed and published
Conducted a 7-DAY life skills workshop for the scholars
at Vision Aid
Trained Vision Aid’s Partners on delivering life skills
and rights of persons with disabilities
Developed a 15 PAGES training manual
Conducted an impact evaluation of 20 PAGES of the
Scholar Training Program (STP) for the visually impaired

LIVELIHOOD AND TRIBAL
COMMUNITIES

MY PROJECT
My project was based on livelihood opportunities of tribal women of Ganjam
district. Under the project, I tried to understand the needs of the community and
worked on better livelihood opportunities within the existing resources. With
the help of different Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) tools I got to know about
poor agriculture production and the surplus out of it affecting the basic economic
structure. So, my project was based on promotion of organic farming within the
communities of Ganjam district. It included structural cluster meetings with SelfHelp Group (SHG) members based on awareness about traditional agriculture
practices and motivation to adopt the practices with continued positive and
negative reinforcement. I was about to conduct a district-level training for master
trainers chosen from the community to make this project sustainable for the
community members by equipping them with the necessary skills but because
of COVID-19 effect, I could not complete this task and instead prepared a module
for the workshop so that my host organization can use it to continue the work.

SAHANA AFREEN

VIEWS (VOLUNTARY INTEGRATION FOR
EDUCATION AND WELFARE OF SOCIETY)
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

O

disha is largely a rural and an agrarian economy. Close to 83% of its
people live in rural areas and about 61.8% of its 17.5 million workforce is employed in agriculture, says the 2011 Census of India. The
sector contributes about 18% to the state’s GDP. The increasing dependence
on chemical fertilizers and synthetic pesticides in the agriculture fields and
kitchen gardens of rural areas has led to the degradation of soil quality and
resulted in many health hazards affecting the community. The dependence
has made their production costs high and produce either low or the same.
This lead them to take loans from money lenders and get trapped in debt
from generation after generation, causing farmers’ suicide and migration.
My project worked toward going back to the traditional practices of farming
through Vermicompost.

DATA POINTS:




Several meetings conducted and facilitated with SHG
women with regard to organic farming
Conducted Workshops with community youth
and SHG members on menstrual hygiene



2 VIDEO projects for fundraising



Individually raised funds for school fans

IS IT BAD
BLOOD?

MY PROJECT
Menstrual hygiene, reproductive health, and sexual abuse prevention of Women
with Disabilities (WwD) sits squarely at the intersection of multiple cultural
stigmas surrounding disability, menstruation, sex, and sexual violence in India.
/" I Too Am a Woman” is split into Evaluation and Education.
EVALUATION: I conducted a study assessing the attitudes of caretakers of WwD toward
menstrual hygiene, reproductive health/rights, and sexual abuse prevention in rural
Puducherry. I employed a mixed-method approach consisting of a quantitative survey
of 163 mothers/caretakers of WwD aged 14-35. I also designed and hosted four Focus
Group Discussions (FGDs) with caretakers and two with WwD. The results showed that
while attitudes toward discussing these issues are improving, there is a grave lack of
understanding of what menstruation and reproduction is biologically and WwD and their
caretakers face immense challenges to good menstrual and reproductive health and
prevention of abuse. EDUCATION: Using these findings, I created resources to increase
sensitivity and knowledge around these three topics for various stakeholders. I also
compiled educational resources such as videos, charts, and comic books for the school
to use in parent training sessions, as well created an illustrated training guide for them
to use while teaching menstruation and reproduction to their children with disabilities.

SRISRUTHI RAMESH
SATYA SPECIAL SCHOOL
PUBLIC HEALTH

BACKGROUND

M

y project was titled
(pronounced nanoom penn)
which is Tamil for “I Too Am a Woman.” It is a campaign to improve
the understanding of women’s health & safety issues. I conducted
research and created resources for women with disabilities and their caretakers
to understand, navigate, and overcome challenges related to menstrual hygiene,
reproductive health, and gender-based violence and sexual abuse.

DATA POINTS:


163 WOMEN surveyed



6 FOCUS Group Discussions



5 DISCUSSION guides and 2 TRAINING modules created



Created an online fundraising platform for international
donors to immediately support Satya’s COVID-19 relief
efforts

THE HELPLINE
PROJECT

MY PROJECT
My main responsibilities with this project included serving as the primary program
staff for WED and liaising with TWA and consultants. I helped compile a database
of information on local police officers, protection officers, shelters, government
schemes, and any other resources that helpline callers can access. I researched
existing redressal mechanisms in the Indian legal system both nationally and
within the state of Himachal Pradesh and helped establish linkages and a network
of relevant partners including governmental bodies and agencies, local NGOs,
Tibetan settlement officers, schools, and police officers. , I helped create a manual
and framework for best practices and a set of operating procedures that will guide
how the helpline operates. I also assisted helpline staff in creating publicity and
public awareness campaigns through grassroots organizing and various Tibetan
media channels in creating visibility and decreasing stigma around these issues to
encourage reporting.

TENZIN TSAGONG

CENTRAL TIBETAN ADMINISTRATION
LIVELIHOODS

BACKGROUND

M

y project was helping the Women’s Empowerment Desk (WED) create
a Tibetan Women’s Helpline to support Tibetan women in India who
face gender-related violence. This project included collaborating with
a local women’s NGO, the Tibetan Women’s Association (TWA), and a Delhibased helpline consultancy group called The Alternate Space. The goal of the
helpline is to encourage Tibetan women in distress to report for help and to
connect these women to different legal and social resources including settlement
leaders, local police stations and protection officers, and other social schemes
provided by the Indian government and NGOs. WED just launched the helpline
at the end of April. It is first being piloted only in Himachal Pradesh and based
on the progress and success of the helpline; it will extend the service to the
rest of India.

DATA POINTS:


Launched Helpline pilot program in Himachal Pradesh



Wrote a 14-PAGE SOP Manual.



Established partnerships with four local NGOs





Launched and distributed publicity campaigns &
materials across 13 SETTLEMENTS in Himachal Pradesh
Drafted three guidelines: safe space, confidentiality,
and sustenance fund

